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Wedding Cakes

Your wedding cake should be a reflection of your style and tastes.

The

newest trend is to serve cake and bite-sized desserts for the final exclamation point of your
reception.

Cake Alternatives

You don't actually have to serve wedding cake at your reception if you

don't want to. Plenty of couples are making their own traditions by serving a variety of
mouthwatering wedding desserts. Or serve a smaller version of your favorite dessert for the
"cake ceremony"

and a dessert table to enjoy.

Sweet Late Night Bites

Send them home with one more bite of delicious, sweet late-night

bites.
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WEDDING CAKES

Our wedding cakes are surrounded in a fluffy buttercream
frosting.

Each tier can be a different flavor (double fudge

chocolate, vanilla, carrot, red velvet, salted caramel, orange,
key lime, lemon, strawberry come to mind) and each tier with
a different filling (cherry, strawberry, lemon, pineapple, lime,
raspberry, custard, vanilla, caramel).

Three Tier Wedding Cake: serves 90+ guests
Two Tier Wedding Cake: serves 60+ guests
Single Tier Wedding Cake: enough to go home

We offer cake stands, cake plates and forks, and cake serving
sets.
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CHEESECAKE,
ANYONE?
A tiered cheesecake will look (and taste) ultradecadent and satisfying as a beautiful alternative to
traditional wedding cakes.

Our mini cheesecake desserts consist of mixtures of
soft, fresh cream cheese, with a hint of vanilla or
lemon, a bottom layer of crushed cookies or graham
crackers, and toppings that will convert even your
guests who don't eat cheesecake.

blueberry swirl

chocolate oreo

snickers

fruity pebbles

strawberry cream

key lime

chocolate strawberry

sangria
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CREAMY
SHOOTERS
Want to offer your guests something sweet and
perfectly portioned at the end of a filling meal? Mini
shooters are a delicious addition. Each shooter
complements your cake selection with fruity fillings
and an element of surprise.

Served in adorable

miniature shot glasses with mini spoons.

Perfect for grab and go treat and then back to the
dancing!

strawberry shortcake

double fudge

tiramisu

key lime

smores

red velvet + cream

oreo

salted caramel

chocolate lava
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MINI TARTS

There are dog people and there are cat people.
Similarly, there are cake people and there are pie
people. Dainty and light, these tarts feature our
favorite textures - crispy and creamy, all in one
yummy morsel. They look pretty and delicious at any
dessert station and are less cumbersome than
slices of pie.

LOVE PIE? We can provide delicious

pie as well.

key lime tart

smores

dark chocolate

strawberry + chocolate

coconut + nutella

harvest pumpkin

pecan pie

banana cream
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SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

Evoke nostalgic memories of bake sales with an
assortment of desserts. Our donut and churro
stations come with a variety of toppings for guests
to select their masterpiece, or add the "grab and
go" desserts to your dessert station. These
selections are light enough to keep your loved ones
dancing but delicious enough that they won’t feel
cheated out of dessert.

churros

petit fours

berry cream krispies

double fudge + salted
caramel brownies

fruit cups

strawberry +

creamy cannoli's

lemon bars

mascapone cream
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